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Major and Mrs. Holt's Battlefield Guide to the Somme is, without doubt, one of the best-selling
guide books to the battlefields of the Somme. This latest updated edition, includes four
recommended, timed itineraries representing one day's traveling. Every stop on route has an
accompanying description and often a tale of heroic or tragic action.Memorials, private and
official, sites of memorable conflict, the resting places of personalities of note are all drawn
together with sympathetic and understanding commentary that gives the reader a sensitivity
towards the events of 1916.
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GilbertMajor and Mrs Holt continue to do an important service to everyone interested in the
battlefields of the First and Second World Wars. Their work gives each visitor to the battlefields,
as well as all those who read guidebooks in their own homes without leaving these shores, a
sense of what the contending forces attempted, achieved and suffered.In more than twenty
books, the Holts have combined the human face of war with its locations and visual remnants.
Poetry and anecdote are an integral part of their presentations. At the core of the Holts’ work is
their own energetic travel and exploration; their aim is to leave no aspect of the battlefields
uncharted.The Battle of the Somme has always held a special place in the study of the First
World War. In this sixth expanded edition, the Holts have put all students and travellers in their
debt. Thanks to their patient, thorough and readable work, visiting the battlefield, and
understanding it, are made remarkably accessible. More than ninety years have now passed
since the battle ended; this comprehensive, highly readable guidebook ensures that its history,
its strategy, its courage and its suffering remain fundamental to our understanding of what
human beings endured on the battlefields.Several features of this volume stand out for their
usefulness:The introductory eight-page Historical Summary provides a clear and informative
introduction to any visit, while other historical sections, including one for the fighting on this
same battlefield in 1918, are printed just where they are needed in the body of the book.The
Approach Routes, three in all, enable the visitor to explore aspects of the battle that lie outside
the actual area of conflict.The Eastern Approach route includes the French National Cemetery at
Notre Dame de Lorette with its 40,057 burials; and Vimy Ridge with its Canadian National
Memorial, on which are the names of all 66,655 Canadian soldiers killed on all fronts during the
First World War.The Central Approach is the shortest and fastest from the Channel coast,
starting at the historical museum at Péronne – the Historial de la Grande Guerre – that is also
the final point of the Eastern Approach. The audio-visual presentation at this museum includes
the rare contemporary twenty-minute film of the Battle of the Somme. The Holts also advise a
visit to the town itself; fortified since the Roman invasion, besieged in 1870 in the Franco-
Prussian war, and damaged in both 1917-18 and 1940.The Western Approach route includes



the vast Etaples Military Cemetery, with its 11,435 burials, most of them men who died while in
the adjacent military hospital. Each of the three approach routes has useful detours to further
places of interest.At the centre of the guidebook are five Itineraries, each clearly and fully
narrated, and each with a clear map. Each Itinerary is skilfully designed to make the most of
each visit, and is exceptionally valuable in understanding what happened at each point on the
battlefield. The first three Itineraries are the longest. Each one can be traversed in eight hours.
They include the location and history of the craters of 1 July 1916, and the preserved trenches
on the battlefield. Itinerary One begins in the town of Albert, which on 1 July 1916 was the
central starting point of the battle, initially known as the Battle of Albert.Within each Itinerary,
extra visits, printed in grey, will encourage a longer visit whenever that is possible. Each of these
merit the extra time involved. The Holts make clear in each case the distances involved and the
approximate time that needs to be taken, as they do with the five main Itineraries.Long and short
tours are both catered for in these pages. A list of fifteen ‘Key Locations’ enables those who
have only time for one location to go there and to have the full benefit of the guidebook’s help.
These fifteen locations are listed on pages 14-15. They indicate another feature of this
guidebook that much enhances its value: its coverage of the experiences of all the combatants:
Britons, Americans, Canadians, Newfoundlanders (Newfoundland then being a separate
Dominion), South Africans, Australians, New Zealanders, French and Germans.The Approach
Routes include memorials to Chinese, Czech, Moroccan and Polish soldiers killed in
action.Among the sites on the Holts’ Itineraries is the South African National Memorial at Delville
Wood, the grieving Caribou memorial to the Newfoundlanders, the Ulster memorials on the edge
of Thiepval Wood, the kilted Highlanders Memorial at Beaumont Hamel, and the fire-breathing
Welsh Dragon overlooking Mametz Wood. The 10,797 Australian soldiers killed on the Somme
are commemorated at the Australian National Memorial at Villers-Bretonneux.The Pals
battalions also have their memorials on the battlefield, several in the Sheffield Memorial Park,
not far from the largest of the British war cemeteries on the Somme, Serre Road No.2, with its
7,127 burials, of whom 4,944 were never identified. Among the many unusual facts that the Holts
provide in this book is that in the gardeners’ hut at Serre Road No.2, during the Second World
War, a Commonwealth War Graves Commission gardener, Ben Leach, hid two RAF evaders
when a group of Germans came to pay their respects at the German war graves then in the
cemetery.The copious illustrations, many in colour, not only encourage the reader to see the
places, monuments, cemeteries and memorials in situ, but are both helpful and pleasing to
come across as one walks the battlefield book in hand.The monuments and memorials, which in
recent years have greatly increased in number, are carefully described. Each one has a story – a
wealth of stories – to tell. Visiting each one creates moments of deep reflection. The most
visited, the Thiepval Memorial, is the largest British war memorial in the world. On it are
inscribed the names of more than 73,000 British and South African soldiers who perished on the
Somme battlefield and have no known grave. Other memorials on the Somme to the missing are
the Newfoundland Memorial at Beaumont Hamel and the New Zealander Memorial at



Longueval. The Holts guide us to them all.The museums are another feature of the battlefield
that has changed immeasurably in recent years. Large and small, these museums give glimpses
of aspects of the battle that are not visible on the battlefield itself. The Holts locate them clearly
in the guidebook and give a full indication of what they contain. The museums, and many of the
locations in the Itineraries, tell us not only of the soldiers in the trenches, but also of two other
features of the Somme battlefield, the war in the air, and the first use of the tank in warfare.The
advice that the Holts give to the visitor to the battlefield is wise and sensible. The
recommendation to take waterproof footwear is not merely a whim, but essential. The mud of the
Somme was considered even worse – to those who fought in both – than the mud of
Passchendaele a year later. The Holts also warn against picking up ‘souvenirs’. What is known
as the ‘iron harvest’ includes bullets, shells, grenades, and gas shells. Those found by local
farmers are piled on the edges of their fields for collection by a French Army bomb disposal unit.
These too should not be touched. Even the rusty shrapnel and barbed wire that is found
everywhere can lead to blood poisoning or tetanus.The useful addresses in this guidebook
greatly enhance the practicalities of any visit. I can fully endorse, for example, the ‘excellent fish
restaurant’ at Etaples, the extremely comfortable Chateau de Remaisnil near Doullens, Phoebe
and Teddy Colligan’s café and Visitor Centre at the Ulster Tower, Avril Williams’ tea room at
Auchonvillers (Ocean Villas), Philippe Feret’s café at Beaucourt Station – scene of the final days’
fighting on the Ancre – Dominique Zanardi’s Tommy Café at Pozieres, and many other places
where the Holts know that one will be warmly welcomed, and, where apposite, well-fed, well-
housed, and well-informed.To enhance the value of any visit to the Somme, users of the
guidebook will gain considerably from the single-sheet Major and Mrs Holt’s Battle Map of the
Somme, an incredibly useful adjunct to the book. Frequent references are made to it in the
guidebook itself.The war cemeteries are central to any visit to the battlefields. The Holts not only
encourage readers, by their descriptions, to visit them, but give us sufficient information about
some of those who lie there, that walking among the gravestones, studying the registers, and
relating each cemetery to the battle itself, becomes not only an educational experience but a
deeply emotional one. Among the noteworthy graves pointed out by the Holts are those of men
awarded the Victoria Cross, those of the sons of famous men, those of young soldiers, and
those of men whose story has some unusual aspect.A helpful appendix gives details of the
Allied and German war graves and commemorative associations, including the Commonwealth
War Graves Commission, whose cemeteries worldwide commemorate the 1,700,000 British and
Commonwealth dead of two world wars. The battle of the Somme accounted for an estimated
95,675 of those dead, almost 20,000 on the first day. More than 50,000 French soldiers, and
164,000 German soldiers, were killed on the Somme battlefield between July and November
1916.The war cemeteries on the Somme dominate the landscape. Some are vast, some are
small. Some are highly visible on the landscape, some are remote and secluded. The Holts take
us to them all. In their own words: ‘Though visiting the beautiful Commonwealth War Graves
Commission cemeteries is not the be all and end all of a battlefield tour, we determined right at



the beginning of our ventures that if we ever found ourselves walking along a line of headstones
without feeling the sorrow radiating from the personal messages we would stop immediately. So
far that has not happened. We feel proud to be able to cry.’Throughout the guidebook there are
quotations from letters, diaries and memoirs and poems – and gravestone inscriptions – of those
who fought on the Somme. These accentuate the human face of the battle. In writing my book
Somme, Heroism and Horror of War, and using the Holts’ guide as my constant companion, it
was this aspect that seemed to add so much to the immediacy to the battle.The central feature
of this book – the golden thread that runs through it – is the focus that the Holts give to the
stories of individuals. As the Holts write: ‘There are thousands of individual stories of valour, of
loyalty and of endurance to tell about this area. By highlighting some of them we hope to bring
alive the battlefield and the experiences of the men who fought, and often died, here.’ This they
have done, and done in such a way that few visitors using their guidebook – either on the
battlefield itself or in the reflective comfort of their own home – will not be deeply moved.Martin
GilbertABOUT THE AUTHORSRespected military authors Tonie and Valmai Holt are generally
acknowledged as the founders of the modern battlefield tour and have established a sound
reputation for the depth of their research. Their Major & Mrs Holt’s Battlefield Guides is without
doubt the leading series describing the most visited battlefields of the First and Second World
Wars. They have a unique combination of male and female viewpoints and can draw upon a
quarter of a century’s military and travel knowledge and experience gained in personally
conducting thousands of people around the areas they have written about.Valmai Holt took a
BA(Hons) in French and Spanish and taught history. Tonie Holt took a BSc(Eng) and is a
graduate of the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst and of the Army Staff College at Camberley.
They are both Fellows of the Royal Society of Arts and Science and have made frequent
appearances on the lecture circuit, on radio and television.The authorsMILITARY UNITS &
RANKSArmy Formations and Ranks and Their Relative Strengths/SeniorityThe relative sizes of
military units and ranks can be confusing to those who do not have direct experience of them.
The tables below are approximations intended only to provide guidance rather than absolute
accuracy, because although the names of military formations (eg. Company) remain the same,
their compositons can vary (eg. sometimes three and sometimes four Platoons to a
Company).Military ranks however remain constant in their relativity to each other BUT not
necessarily in the formations to which they are attached. This is particularly so in wartime as
casualties mount and lower ranks assume command of higher formations whose commanders
have been killed (eg. a full Colonel may take the place of a Brigadier General in commanding a
Brigade, a Captain may replace a Major in commanding a Company and so on).The tables show
infantry formations/ranks in descending order of size/seniority.FormationsCommanding
RanksArmy(can be two or more Corps)Field MarshalCorps(can be two or more
Divisions)Lieutenant GeneralDivision(up to four Brigades)Major GeneralBrigade(generally two
to four Battalions)Brigadier General*Battalion*(generally two to four Companys)Lieutenant
ColonelCompany(generally two to four Platoons)Major or CaptainPlatoon(three or four



Sections)Lieutenant/Second LieutenantSection(nine or ten men)NCO (Non Commissioned
Officer)*Battalions are formations of around 1,000 men (14 – 18) and Regiments very often had
more than one battalion. Thus ‘Regiment’ is a collective noun for formations that in theory have
some common identity e.g. all the men were recruited from a particular county – hence a
‘County’ regiment such as the Royal West Kents which at one time had 18 battalions.*The ranks
here are those associated with the Infantry i.e. the fighting soldiers. But there are others such as
‘Staff’ (what might be called ‘Management’), Engineers, Artillery etc. where the rank of ‘Colonel’
is found and whose number swell the final strengths of formations.INTRODUCTION‘The general
conduct of the war has been entrusted to incompetent men —there the trouble lies.’War Diary of
King Albert of the Belgians, 5 December 1916Few campaigns of recent history provoke such
emotive opinions as those consequent upon a discussion of ‘The Battle of the Somme’ in
1916.There are two main camps: those who believe the British Commander-in-Chief, Sir
Douglas Haig, to have been an incompetent butcher, and those who admire his moral and
leadership qualitiesApart from the growing awareness among the general public of the human
cost of the two World Wars and the inclusion of these wars in the history syllabuses of British
schools, there is the visible evidence of war memorials and cemeteries scattered beside the
trans-Europe holiday routes to serve as a lasting reminder and to prompt enquiring minds.Over
the past thirty or so years we have travelled the battlefield of the Somme alone or in the
company of hundreds of such enquiring minds, aged from 9 to over 100, each striving to come
to terms with the grim statistics of World War I, and in particular with the casualties suffered by
the British on 1 July 1916, the first day of the battle, one of the worst single days in the history of
the British Army. Some modern historians, like Peter Simkins, formerly of the Imperial War
Museum, John Terraine and more recently Lt Colonel Phillip Robinson of the Durand Group (qv),
in their careful analysis of the casualty figures for the whole war, are anxious to dispel what they
consider to be the emotional myth of a whole generation of Britain’s youth being wiped out. But
there is no disputing the horror of that single, black day, and its effects in the home towns and
villages of the Pals Battalions of the Midlands, the West and the North. Almost 60,000 men were
killed, wounded or missing. In a single column, spaced at arm’s length, they would stretch 30
miles. Their nominal role would take two weeks to read.Many of the professional soldiers of the
British Expeditionary Force, the ‘Contemptible Army’ of Mons, le Cateau, Neuve Chapelle and
Loos were already dead or had ‘Blighty ones’. It was, therefore, on the whole, a brave new army
that climbed over the top on that hot summer’s morning. It was a citizen army, Kitchener’s Army,
volunteers all, most new to battle, most young and most to become casualties. One-third of the
latter still lie under the battlefield.In March 1918 the German Army launched ‘Operation Michael’,
a final, all-out attempt to win the war. It nearly succeeded. German forces were stopped just 10
miles from Amiens by British and Australian tenacity and the blame for the near disaster was laid
upon General Gough and his Fifth Army. Foch became Supreme Commander, tank fought tank
for the first time, the fresh and enthusiastic Americans joined the battle and a final Allied drive to
Victory began.Members of the dedicated Somme Pipe BandIn addition to the host of wartime



memoirs, some of which appeared as factual accounts, others disguised as novels, the tradition
of guidebooks about the battlefields of the Somme is a long one. As early as 1917 John
Masefield published The Old Front Line. From 1919 the Michelin series of Guides to the Battle-
fields were published — with two volumes on ‘The Somme’ and a separate volume on ‘Amiens’.
In 1928 H. A. Taylor, Capt (retired) Royal Fusiliers and General Staff, wrote Good-bye to the
Battlefields and in 1935 Lt Col Graham Seton Hutchison DSO, MC, wrote Pilgrimage. Seton-
Hutchinson, who at the age of 27 commanded a Machine Gun Corps battalion on the Western
Front, had also served in Egypt, the Sudan, South Africa and Rhodesia. A friend of Maj Gen Sir
Ernest Swinton, originator of the tank, he became a member of the Army Society for Historical
Research and fellow World War I soldier, Field Marshal Sir Bernard Montgomery, wrote a
glowingly complimentary foreword to Seton-Hutchison’s 1945 book The British Army.Since the
end of World War II there has been a resurgence in such books. This guidebook conducts the
reader to those memorials and sites of both the 1916 and 1918 battles, and the actions of 1917,
that have been most requested over the years by our travellers. The brief commentaries at each
stop are designed to summarise events and to orientate the reader so that he or she knows
broadly who was where, and what happened. A continuous description of the various parts of
the Somme battles are given in the Historical Summaries below.It is also our aim to prompt more
questions than we answer: it must not be sufficient merely to tour the Somme battlefield and to
say, ‘So this is where it happened’. We must ask, ‘Why?’, and then each seek an answer.The
Commonwealth War Graves Commission’s Charter states that the British and Commonwealth
memorials and cemeteries should be maintained ‘in perpetuity’. Just how long is ‘perpetuity’? It
is up to those who seized John McCrae’s torch to make sure that it means ‘forever’.Certainly the
number of new Museums, Information Centres, Memorials, accommodation and refreshment
facilities that have sprung up on the Somme in recent years (especially for the 90th Anniversary
in 2006) would indicate that the flame of interest and remembrance is burning even more
brightly than ever.Incorporating these new developments and covering some aspects of the
adjoining 1917 Battles for Arras and Bullecourt, including the 1918 American, Canadian and
French sectors in the south has vastly expanded the scope and range of this book to make it a
veritable encyclopaedia of the Somme and surrounding WW1 Battles.Whilst fears have been
allayed about the ‘Third Paris Airport’ impacting on the battlefield, new concern has now arisen
concerning the construction of the Seine-North Europe Canal – a 54 metre wide, 106 km long
canal link from Compiègne to the Dunkirk-Escault Canal, 46 kms of which will cut through the
Department of the Somme. Work on the project, costing some 3 billion Euros and under
discussion since 1993, and giving employment to thousands and with benefits to water
transport, hydroelectricity, flood management and tourism, is due to start in 2008. Displacing
some 55 million cubic metres of spoil it will have a significant effect on the environment. One of
the 4 harbour services will be at Péronne. Its path skirts several French National cemeteries as it
then passes through the Cambrai battlefield at HavrincourtThere are thousands of individual
stories of valour, of loyalty and of endurance to tell about this area. By highlighting some of them



we hope to bring alive the battlefield and the experiences of the men who fought, and often died,
here.Tonie & Valmai HoltWoodnesborough,Spring 2008ABBREVIATIONSAbbreviations used for
military units and acronyms are listed below. Many of these are printed in full at intervals
throughout the text to aid clarity. Others are explained where they occur.LIST OF MAPSEastern
and Central Approaches26Western Approaches39Itinerary One58Itinerary Two111Itinerary
Three166Itinerary Four222Itinerary Five242HOW TO USE THIS GUIDEThis book is designed to
guide the visitor around the salient features, memorials, museums and cemeteries of the
Somme battlefield, and to provide sufficient information about those places to allow an
elemental understanding of what happened where.PRIOR TO YOUR VISITBefore setting out on
a visit, read this section thoroughly and mark up the two recommended maps with the routes
that you intend to follow. Waterproof footwear and binoculars are recommended. Use any GPS
information with care – see below.GPS REFERENCES – LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE –
TRENCH MAPSThe popularity of GPS navigation devices has made it sensible for us to include
some satellite information related to the locations of memorials etc. However there are two
factors that mitigate against that. First, very few memorials are at post-code locations, which
latter are the instructions given to most in-car GPS systems. Second, if a GPS reference is given
to a location, the route calculated by the traveller’s machine to that location may differ from the
one that we suggest in our itinerary. As a result the travelling commentaries that we give, that are
generally related to the route followed, will lose much of their value as aids to understanding,
and some Extra Visits may be missed.Therefore we have adopted a careful approach. Here and
there, at what we see as king-pin locations, we have given latitude and longitude references that
can be used by the more sophisticated in-car GPS systems, by many hand-held devices used
by walkers and cyclists travelling via waypoints (see below for news of a splendid device that
combines modern and trench mapping), and by computer programmes such as Microsoft
Autoroute and Google Earth. Additionally, latitude and longitude references are much used on
the continent (which is after all the area that concerns us) and are increasingly seen on web
sites.Certainly, where journies are beginning other than at the start points given for our
itineraries, the latitude and longitude information should prove of help. We hope so.As a short-
hand aid we have listed 15 ‘Key Locations’ below for those who wish to short-circuit the whole
system and go directly to one of those locations.Now for that ‘splendid device’. Great War Digital
has released a DVD set containing 750 British trench maps for France and Belgium called
LinesMan. This innovative software permits navigation between modern IGN French maps on
screen and when used with a GPS receiver, the user’s real-time position is shown over a moving
map display. An internet connection is needed to obtain full functionality and some patience and
application are needed to become familiar with the system but details can be found at15 KEY
LOCATIONS WITH THEIR LATITUDE AND LONGITUDEAlbert Golden Madonna/1916
Museum50 00 13.71N02 38 52.26SAmerican Memorial, Cantigny49 39 47.88N02 29
25.31SAustralian National Memorial, Villers Bretonneux49 53 10.75N02 30 29.46SCanadian
National Memorial, Vimy50 22 45.53N02 46 24,58SGerman Cemetery, Fricourt50 00 16.03N02



42 51.94SHistorial de la Grande Guerre, Péronne49 55 45.25N02 55 57.42SLochnagar Crater,
la Boisselle50 00 57.16N02 41 51.71SNewfoundland Memorial Park, Beaumont Hamel50 04
21.66N02 38 51.14SNew Zealand Memorial, Longueval50 02 22.64N02 48 05.28SSheffield
Memorial Park Entrance, Serre50 06 21.08N02 39 23.95SSouth African Memorial & Museum,
Delville Wood50 01 28.65N02 48 41.26SSouvenir Français Chapel, Rancourt49 59 51.75N02
54 39.03STank Memorial, Pozières50 02 41.34N02 44 11.14SThiepval Memorial and
Information Centre50 03 09.62N02 41 17.20SUlster Tower50 03 38.80N02 40
47.11SCHOOSING YOUR ROUTESThe content and sequence of the itineraries are based
upon our long experience of visiting the area with interested people. Itinerary One, therefore,
contains those features that have been the most requested, and Itinerary Two those next in
popularity… and so on. Thus, if you are a first-time British visitor, you will probably wish to start
with Itinerary One and follow the sequence. This is also the itinerary that you may well choose if
you only have one day. American, Australian, Canadian and French visitors will probably first
wish to see the sectors where their countrymen fought. You should also decide upon your base
for the tour and read the various Approach Routes offered before you set out – see below.IF
YOU WISH TO VISIT A PARTICULAR SPOTUse the Index to locate what you wish to visit. If it is
a particular grave, find the location from the Commonwealth War Graves Commission Debt of
Honour website before you set out (see page 256).THE ITINERARIESThere are five Itineraries.
The first three are long – each approximately 8 hours of touring if followed in full – while the
fourth, which is short, can be done on a return journey to the Channel Ports. Itinerary One
contains what are probably the main features of remembrance for the British for the fighting of 1
July 1916 – north of the Albert-Bapaume Road, the Ancre and up to Serre. Itinerary Two focuses
south of the road on the action at ‘the Woods’ (Mametz, Bernafay, Trones, Delville and High) and
Itinerary Three covers the action of the Australians in the 1918 Defence of Amiens, the Allied
successes of August 1918, together with some lesser-known and French 1916 sectors in the
Somme Valley. Itinerary Four covers British, French and Australian actions around Péronne and
St Quentin to Bapaume (and extends to Bullecourt) of 1914, 1916, 1917 and 1918. This is
followed by Itinerary Five which covers some of the American, Canadian and French 1918
sectors. Details of the itinerary routes are given at the beginning of each so that you can mark
them on your maps.EXTRA VISITSIn addition extra visits are described to sites of particular
interest which lie near to the route of the main Itineraries. These are boxed so that they clearly
stand out from the main route. Estimates of the round-trip mileage and duration are given.MILES
COVERED/DURATION/OP/RWCA start point for each itinerary is given, from which a running
total of miles is indicated. Extra visits are not counted in that running total. Each recommended
stop is indicated by a clear heading with the running total, and the probable time you will wish to
spend there. The letters OP in the heading indicate a view point, from which salient points of the
battlefield are described. RWC indicates refreshment and toilet facilities. Travel directions are
written in italics and indented to make them stand out clearly. An end point is suggested, with a
total distance and timing – without deviations or refreshment stops.It is absolutely essential to



set your mileometer to zero before starting and to make constant reference to it. Odometers can
vary from car to car, so your total mileage may differ slightly from that given in this book. What is
important, however, is the distance between stops and keeping an eye on that can be the best
way to make sure that you get to where you want to go. Distances in the headings are given in
miles because the trip meters on British cars still operate in miles. Distances within the text are
sometimes given in kilometres and metres, as local signposts use these measures. Where the
expression ‘approximate driving time’ is used it refers to a journey without stops.LENGTH OF
STAYSome fortunate visitors to the Somme Battlefield may have the luxury of two weeks in the
area – in which time a leisurely and thorough coverage of the battlefield would be achieved and
all the itineraries and extra visits could easily be made. Most people, in our experience, have
between one and three days. The itineraries are designed so that sections of them can be
followed at the individual’s convenience – you may not be interested in visiting every item that is
described on an itinerary. All cemeteries that are on or very close to an itinerary are, at least,
mentioned. Reading the descriptions in advance will help you decide whether you wish to stop
or to embark on a diversion or not.APPROACHESOn the assumption that most visitors reach
the Somme from one of the Channel Ports, or the Tunnel Terminus, three approaches are
suggested. The Eastern Approach which takes the direct route to Péronne via the A26/A1,
thereby starting the tour by visiting the important museum, the Historial at Péronne and offers an
interesting Longer Route. The Central Approach peels off from the Eastern Approach on the A1
Autoroute to go straight to Albert – the very heart of the British Sector. The Western Approach
either goes direct to Amiens on the A16 or meanders through a series of Longer Routes to
Amiens. If the Somme tour is to be taken at the end of a holiday, one would probably arrive from
the Paris direction on the motorway at Péronne, and from Normandy at Amiens, via
Abbeville.MAPSThe guide book has been designed to be used with Major & Mrs Holt’s Battle
Map of the Somme, and the words ‘Map – ’ in the heading indicate the map reference for that
location. Frequent use of this map will also assist you in orientating, give a clear indication of the
distances involved in possible walks and show points of interest which are not included in the
itineraries or extra visits. Also recommended is the Michelin No 236 Nord: Flandres-Artois-
Picardie (which, incidentally, will also serve you through Cambrai, Loos, Neuve Chapelle, le
Cateau, Mons and Ypres). A warning, however – French road numbers change with distressing
frequency. Be philosophical if the road numbers given either in this guide or the map have
changed when you reach them.HISTORY OF THE BATTLEThe historical notes given at each
recommended stop can in no way be continuous and sequential. It is therefore recommended
that the visitor precedes his/her tour by reading the Historical Summaries on pages 18 and
238.ENJOYING THE SOMMEThe Département of the Somme is a particularly beautiful region
of France and there are some excellent restaurants and hotels in the area. Some handily placed
hostelleries are mentioned as they appear in the itineraries. For more information, read the
Somme Past and Present (page 267) and Tourist Information (page 266) sections, and consult
‘Hotels’ and ‘Restaurants’ in the index. Make sure that you keep your tank well topped up with



fuel as petrol stations are few and far between away from the autoroutes and main towns. Also if
you wish to take a picnic, stock up before you depart in the morning as the all too rare village
shops may well be closed for lunch.A WARNINGIt is most unwise to pick up any ‘souvenirs’ in
the form of bullets, shells, grenades, barbed wire etc that may be found on the battlefield. To this
day, builders making foundations and farmers on the Somme when ploughing – especially fields
which have been used as pasture for many years – turn up the sad remains of World War I
soldiers, bits of equipment and ammunition. The latter are then piled up at a corner of the field to
await collection by the French Army bomb disposal unit. During the making of the TGV railway
line, 140 tonnes of WWI ‘hardware’ were collected, and an average year yields 90 tonnes. It is
known as the ‘iron harvest’, and it is extremely dangerous to handle – accidents still often occur.
Indeed, in the summer of 1985 several deaths occurred on the Somme from WWI ammunition,
much of which is extremely volatile. Leaking gas shells are particularly unpleasant. The authors
once saw one smoking in a field next to the CWGC Cemetery at Delville Wood. Cuts from sharp,
rusting objects can cause blood poisoning or tetanus. In March 2007 a 21-year Verdun old man
was killed while handling a German 17cm trench mortar shell, part of his extensive collection of
WW1 debris, weapons and ammunition. It was discovered that his elderly widow neighbour kept
an even larger collection, gathered by her husband. As such collections are illegal unless
licensed, they were removed by the gendarmerie to be dealt with by the French bomb disposal
unit. On 18 April two of the unit who removed the several tons of debris from Verdun were sadly
killed while preparing to transfer them to the camp at Suippes for disposal.HISTORICAL
SUMMARY1916The 1916 Battle of the Somme lasted from 1 July to 17 November. It was
opened by a 100 per cent volunteer British Army, over half of which was new to battle and had,
barely 18 months earlier, answered Kitchener’s call to arms.The Commander of the British
Expeditionary Force (BEF) was also new. General French had been replaced by his critic,
General Haig, and now the latter had to prove his worth.At the end of 1915, the French and
British planned for a 1916 joint offensive on the Somme, with the French playing the major role.
Masterminded by Joffre, the plan was (as far as Joffre was concerned) to kill more Germans
than their pool of manpower could afford. But when the German assault at Verdun drew French
forces away from the Somme, the British found themselves with the major role, providing sixteen
divisions on the first day to the French five.The British plan was based upon a steady 14-mile
wide infantry assault from Serre in the north to Maricourt in the south. 100,000 soldiers were to
go over the top at the end of a savage artillery bombardment. Behind the infantry – men of the
Fourth Army, commanded by General Rawlinson – waited two cavalry divisions, under General
Gough. Their role was to exploit success. Thus, Haig’s plan looked very much like an attempt at
a breakthrough and not as an attrition battle as conceived by Joffre.When the early assaults
failed to penetrate the German lines, the British Staff set about denying that they had ever
intended to do such a thing. To many, their protestations appeared to be attempts to cover up the
failure of Haig’s plan, and, as the C-in-C continued with his costly and unimaginative attacks,
other voices demanded his removal. But he kept his job. He was, after all, a confidant of the King



and a pillar of the Establishment.By the time that the battle ended, British casualties exceeded
400,000. The British secret weapon, the tank, had been used against expert advice in a penny
packet operation in September at Flers-Courcelette. Could it have been a desperate attempt by
Haig to gain some sort of victory that would offset his earlier failures?In October and November,
piecemeal attacks continued when the heavy rains allowed, and, in a break in the weather on 13
November, the British took Beaumont Hamel. What had been achieved since 1 July. On the
ground very little: a maximum advance of 8 miles. Haig said that the battle had been a success
and had achieved the aim that he had placed first on his list of aims – ‘To relieve the pressure on
Verdun’. Certainly the German offensive at Verdun had been stopped, but how could the C-in-C
maintain that it had been the prime objective of the Somme offensive when the decision to
attack the Somme was made by him and Joffre a week before the Verdun battle began? Again,
there is the smell of smokescreen in the air.There can be no denying, however, that the
administrative preparations for the coming battle were very thorough.Apprehensive faces two
days before the battle. Picture dated 29 June 1916Iron harvest displayed in the Ulster
TowerAdministrative Preparations for the 1916 Somme BattleIn 1915 at Loos, the orders for the
attack were contained on some two pages. In February 1916, GHQ issued a fifty-seven-page
memorandum setting out the preparations that should be undertaken before large-scale
operations. Things had changed.To prepare for the battle, a mini-city had to be built and
supplied. The planning requirement looked for ‘7 weeks’ lodging for 400,000 men and 100,000
horses’. Extra accommodation was set up for 15,000 men per division in wooden framed
tarpaulin-walled huts – but only with lying down space of 6ft x 2ft per man. New trenches, roads
and railways were constructed. It was estimated that the Fourth Army alone would need thirty-
one trains per day to sustain it. Not only was it necessary to prepare roads and railways prior to a
battle, but they had to be extended forward to maintain supplies of immediate needs, such as
infantry stores, guns and ammunition essential to sustain an advance. Specialist RE units,
together with labour and/or pioneer battalions did the work. Following the successful September
1916 attack on ‘the Woods’, 7th Field Company RE was tasked to build ‘tramways’ forward, and
used 60m Decauville prefabricated track. By the end of October, 8 miles of track had been laid in
two lines. One was from Contalmaison to beyond Martinpuich and the other from Mametz Wood
to High Wood. The second in command of the company was a Lt Glubb, later to be known as Lt
Gen Sir John Glubb KCB, CMG, DSO, OBE, MC – ‘Glubb Pasha’, Commander of the Arab
Legion. Water supply was a particular problem and more than a hundred pumping plants were
set up and over 120 miles of piping laid. The range of facilities to be provided for was legion –
food, ammunition, medical reinforcements, workshops and postal facilities – all involving
movement. A telling measure of the scale of the challenge is given in the Official History (1916, p
283). One of the critical tasks on a battlefield is traffic control and a 24-hour traffic census taken
at Fricourt three weeks after the battle began lists the following, almost unbelievable,
administrative activities: ‘Troops 26,536, Light Motor Cars 568, Motor cycles 617, Motor lorries
813, 6-horse wagons 1,458, 4-horse wagons 568, 2-horse wagons 1,215, 1-horse carts 515,



Riding horses 5,404, Motor ambulances 333, Cycles 1,043’, and this is not a complete list.The
Commander-in-ChiefAs pointed out in the Introduction, those who study World War I tend to fall
into two main camps: those who are anti-Haig and those who are pro-Haig. But there are those
who veer from one opinion to the other, according to the quality of the debate. Was the C-in-C a
dependable rock, whose calm confidence inspired all around him, whose farseeing eye led us to
final victory, and who deserved the honours later heaped upon him?John Masefield, asked by
Haig to write an account of the Somme battle, visited him at GHQ in October 1916. Masefield
was extremely impressed by this ‘wonderful’ man. ‘No enemy could stand against such a man’,
he enthused. ‘He took away my breath.’ He described Haig’s ‘fine delicate gentleness and
generosity … pervading power … and a height of resolve …. I don’t think anyone could have
been nicer.’Was this the real Haig, or was he an unimaginative, insensitive product of the social
caste system that knew no better: a weak man pretending to be strong, who should have been
sacked? Dennis Wheatley, in his war-time memoirs, Officer and Temporary Gentleman opines,
‘He was a pleasant, tactful, competent, peacetime soldier devoted to his duty, but he had a
rooted dislike of the French and was not even a second-rate General. Many of the high-ups were
well aware of that, but the question had always been, with whom could they replace him?’Many
more pages than are available here are needed to pursue those questions fairly and to examine
the Battle of the Somme in any detail. But some pointers can be set by a skeleton examination of
the battle that, with Passchendaele in 1917, led soldiers, rightly or wrongly, to describe their C-in-
C as ‘Butcher’ Haig.The Different Parts of the BattleThe Battle is divided into 5 parts:Part 1. The
First Day: 1 JulyPart 2. The Next Few Days: 2 July +Part 3. The Night Attack/ The Woods: 14 July
+Part 4. The Tank Attack: 15 SeptemberPart 5. The last Attack: 13 November.Part 1. The First
Day: 1 JulyAt 0728, seventeen mines were blown under the German front line. Two minutes later,
60,000 British soldiers, laden down with packs, gas masks, rifle and bayonet, 200 rounds of
ammunition, grenades, empty sandbags, spade, mess tin and waterbottle, iron rations,
mackintosh sheet, warmed by the issue of rum, ‘to each a double spoonful, fed baby-fashion by
the sergeant’ [Williamson], clambered out of their trenches from Serre to Maricourt and formed
into lines 14 miles long. As the lines moved forward in waves, so the artillery barrage lifted off the
enemy front line and rolled forward.Now it was a life or death race, but the Tommies did not know
it. They had not been entered. Their instructions were to move forward, side by side, at a steady
walk across No Man’s Land. ‘Strict silence will be maintained during the advance through the
smoke’, they were instructed, ‘and no whistles will be blown’. It would be safe, they were told,
because the artillery barrage would have destroyed all enemy opposition. It started on 24 June.
Over 3,000,000 shells had been stockpiled but these proved to be insufficient. There were still
many duds, despite the outcry of the ‘Scandal’ about duds after the Battle of Loos. Most of them
were due to shoddy and defective workmanship – substandard steel casings cracked and burst
prematurely; copper driving bands were faulty; the hot summer weather caused the explosives
to exude; unburnt fuses remained in the bore and many other lethal inadequacies caused some
gun crews to christen themselves ‘the Suicide Club’. Despite borrowing guns from the French,



the Artillery were short of heavy weapons. The original date for the assault, (‘The Big Push’), was
29 June. On 28 June the offensive was postponed to 1 July because of bad weather and there
was insufficient ammunition to maintain the same level of bombardment intensity for an extra two
days. Because of these factors and the doubtful efficacy of artillery against wire, the Germans
were not destroyed, as had glibly been promised. They and their machine guns had sheltered in
deep dugouts, and when the barrage lifted, they climbed out, dragging their weapons with
them.The Germans easily won the race. They set up their guns before the Tommies could get to
the trenches to stop them and cut down the ripe corn of British youth in their thousands, many
on the uncut wire that they had been assured would be totally destroyed. As the day grew into
hot summer, another 40,000 men were sent in, in successive waves, stepping over the bodies of
their wounded companions (‘All ranks are forbidden to divert attention from enemy in order to
attend wounded officers or men’), adding only more names to the casualty lists. Battalions
disappeared in the bloody chaos of battle, bodies lay in their hundreds around the muddy shell
holes that pocked the battlefield.And to what end this leeching of the nation’s best blood? North
of the Albert-Bapaume road, on a front of almost 9 miles, there were no realistic gains at
nightfall. VIII, X and III Corps had failed. Between la Boisselle and Fricourt there was a small
penetration of about half a mile on one flank and the capture of Mametz village on the other by
XV Corps.But there was some sucess. XIII Corps attacking beside the French took all its main
objectives, from Pommiers Redoubt east of Mametz, to just short of Dublin Redoubt north of
Maricourt. Overall some thirteen fortified villages were targetted to be taken on the first day, but
only two – Mametz and Montauban – were actually captured. The French, south of the Somme,
did extremely well. Attacking at 0930, they easily took all their objectives. ‘They had more guns
than we did’, cried the British Generals, or ‘The opposition wasn’t as tough’, or ‘The Germans
didn’t expect to be attacked by the French’, or ‘They had easier terrain’. But whatever the
reasons for the poor British performance in the north, they had had some success – on the right
flank beside the French.Therefore, if the attack was to continue the next day, would it not make
sense to follow-up quickly on the right where things were going well?Part 2. The Next Few Days:
2 July +Other than the negative one of not calling off the attack, no General Command decisions
were made concerning the overall conduct of the second day’s battle. It was as if all the planning
had been concerned with 1 July and that the staffs were surprised by the appearance of 2 July.
Aggressive actions were mostly initiated at Corps level while Haig and Rawlinson figured out
what policy they ought to follow.Eventually they decided to attack on the right flank, but by then
the Germans had had two weeks to recover.Part 3. The Night Attack/The Woods: 14 July +On
the XIII Corps front, like fat goalposts, lay the woods of Bazentin le Petit on the left and Delville
on the right. Behind and between them, hunched on the skyline, was the dark goalkeeper of
High Wood. Rawlinson planned to go straight for the goal. Perhaps the infantry general’s
memory had been jogged by finding one of his old junior officer’s notebooks in which the word
‘surprise’ had been written as a principle of attack, because, uncharacteristically, he set out to
surprise the Germans and not in one way, but in two.First, despite Haig’s opposition, he moved



his assault forces up to their start line in Caterpillar Valley at night. Second, after a mere minute’s
dawn barrage, he launched his attack. At 0325 on 14 July, twenty thousand men moved forward.
On the left were 7th and 21st Divisions of XV Corps and on the right 3rd and 9th Divisions of XIII
Corps. The effect was dramatic. Five miles of the German second line were over-run. On the left
Bazentin-le-Petit Wood was taken. On the right began the horrendous six day struggle for
Delville Wood. Today the South African memorial and museum in the wood commemorate the
bitter fighting.But in the centre, 7th Division punched through to High Wood and with it were two
squadrons of cavalry. Perhaps here was an opportunity for a major break-through at last. Not
since 1914 had mounted cavalry charged on the Westen Front, but, when they did, the
Dragoons and the Deccan Horse were alone. The main force of the cavalry divisions, gathered
south of Albert, knew nothing about the attack. The charge was a costly failure, the moment
passed, the Germans recovered, counter-attacked and regained the wood.Then followed two
months of local fighting under the prompting of Joffre, but, without significant success to offer,
the C-in-C began to attract increasing criticism. Something had to be done to preserve his
image, to win a victory – or both. It was done, and with a secret weapon.Part 4. The Tank Attack:
15 SeptemberThrough the prompting of Col Ernest Swinton and Winston Churchill, the War
Office sponsored the construction, by William Foster & Co in Lincoln, of a machine that could
cross trenches and was both armed and armoured.By August 1916 the machine, code-named
the ‘tank’ because of its resemblance to a water tank (later christened variously by journalists as
‘Diplodocus Galumphang’, ‘Polychromatic Toad’ and ‘Flat-footed Monster’), was, following highly
successful trials, beginning production. Both Swinton and Churchill considered it essential that
no use should be made of the secret weapon until it was available in large numbers. But Haig
insisted that he needed them and, late in August, forty-nine were shipped to France. Still very
new and liable to break down, only thirty-two tanks assembled near Trones Wood on the night of
14 September for dispersal along the front, and the following morning at 0620, following a three-
day bombardment, eighteen took part in the battle with XV Corps. Their effect was sensational.
The Germans, on seeing the monsters, were stunned and then terrified. Nine tanks moved
forward with the leading infantry, nine ‘mopped up’ behind. Barely over 3 hours later, the left
hand division of XV Corps followed a solitary tank up the main street of Flers and through the
German third line. Then Courcelette, too, fell to an infantry/tank advance.The day’s gains were
the greatest since the battle began and much jubilation was felt on the Home Front, whipped up
by the press. But there were too few tanks and, after the intitial shock success, the fighting once
again degenerated into a bull-headed contest. The opportunity that had existed to use the tank
to obtain a major strategic result had been lost. Many felt that it had been squandered. Yet the
tank had allowed Fourth Army to advance and the dominating fortress of Thiépval finally fell on
26 September, helped, it was said, ‘by the appearance of 3 tanks’. At last the British were on the
crest of the Thiépval-Pozières-High Wood ridge. But Beaumont Hamel in the north still held
out.Part 5. The Last Attack: 13 NovemberAt the northern end of the battlefield, seven Divisions
of the Reserve (Fifth) Army assaulted at 0545 on 13 November. Bad weather had caused seven



postponements since the original date of 24 October. V Corps was north of the River Ancre and
II Corps was south. The preparatory bombardment had been carefully monitored to see that the
enemy wire had been cut, but this eminent practicality was offset by the stationing of cavalry
behind the line to exploit success. Apart from the overwhelming evidence of past battle
experience that should have made such an idea absurd, the weather’s effect on the ground
alone should have rendered it unthinkable. The generals were as firmly stuck for ideas as any
Tommy, up to his knees in Somme mud, was stuck for movement.But this time the mines were
fired at the right time. On 1 July the Hawthorn mine above Beaumont Hamel had been blown 10
minutes early. The Sappers now tunnelled back under the old crater, which had been turned into
a fortification by the Germans and placed 30,000 lbs of explosives beneath it. It was blown at
0545 and covered the German trenches with debris.The attack went in with a shield of early
morning dark and fog, the troops moving tactically from cover to cover. Beaumont Hamel and the
infamous Y Ravine were taken by the 51st Highland Division and their kilted Highlander
memorial stands there today in memory of that achievement. Immediately to the south of the
51st, the Royal Naval Division took Beaucourt early on the morning of the 14th and their
memorial stands in the village.Fighting continued for several more days and 7,000 prisoners
were taken – though Serre did not fall. But, at last, enough was enough. The attack was
halted.The 1916 Battle of the Somme was over.1917Although the emphasis when studying the
battles of the Somme is upon the preceding and following years, fighting did not, of course,
cease in the general area in 1917! In particular, of course, there was the Battle of Arras within
which was the Canadian action at Vimy and the Australian assault at Bullecourt. As the sites of
1917 actions on the Somme proper are passed they are described in the main Itineraries of this
book.But just as ‘The Big Push’ was concentrated in the Départment of the Somme in 1916, in
1917 actions moved northwards to the Départment of the Pas de Calais and the Battle of Arras.
Some aspects of this are covered in Approach One (Vimy and the surrounding sectors) and in
Itinerary Four (Bullecourt, see page 233).1918See also page 238, the Historical Summary for
Itinerary Five, for more details about the American, Canadian and French 1918 Sectors.On 21
March 1918, following a five-hour bombardment by over 6,000 guns, one million German
soldiers attacked, in thick fog, along a 50-mile front opposite the British Third and Fifth Armies.
The Fifth Army, under General Gough, who had consistently warned the GOC of the weakness
of his position, fell back towards Amiens in the face of the onslaught. Barely a week later Gough
was blamed for the retreat and replaced by Rawlinson. Haig asked the French for support and
brought the Australians down from the north. On 11 April Haig issued a ‘Special Order of the
Day’, saying that ‘… There is no other course open to us but to fight it out! … With our backs to
the wall and believing in the justice of our cause, each one of us must fight on to the end.’ The
German advance towards Amiens finally stopped on 24 April when tank first met tank at Cachy
and the following morning the Australians re-took Villers Bretonneux. It was ANZAC Day and the
importance of their contribution is well-represented today on the Somme and in this book.The
German offensive, codenamed ‘Operation Michael’, continued to beat elsewhere along the



Allied line, but on 8 August came the ‘Black Day’ of the German Army. The Fourth Army of
British, Australian, Canadian and a few attached Americans, achieved complete surprise by
opening their counter offensive at 0420, and co-ordinated artillery, infantry, tanks and air force to
such effect that 16,000 prisoners were taken that day.It was the beginning of the final ‘100 Days’
that led to the Armistice of 11 November 1918.SOME FACTS & FIGURES‘Lies, damned lies and
statistics’ (attributed to Mark Twain)CasualtiesCasualty figures and statistics generally are
weapons which can be, and often are, falsified to discourage the enemy, encourage one’s own
forces or alter a view of events to particular advantage. The Somme figures are given alongside
those for Verdun, because only by comparison can the Somme casualties be seen in a
meaningful light. We do not claim any absolute numeric accuracy for our figures, which have
been deduced from a number of sources, including official histories, which often have a
nationalistic bias.The Battle of Verdun is often presented as the most horrific conflict on the
Western Front in terms of human casualties. Yet even allowing for inaccuracies, the comparative
figures above show• that the British had at least equal, if not greater, losses on the Somme than
the French at Verdun;• that the Germans had greater losses on the Somme than they did at
Verdun. Joffre, therefore, had succeeded in his aim of joining the British and Germans in a battle
of attrition. By the letting of so much young blood the British were now firmly in the conflict, Joffre
had dispelled the French idea that the British were ‘not pulling their weight’, and the process of
wearing down the Germans had speeded up.The Fourth Army on 1 July 4 ARMY (Rawlinson)VIII
CORPS (Hunter-Weston)XIII CORPS (Congreve, VC)XV CORPS (Horne)Hébuterne to
BeaucourtCarnoy to MaricourtBécourt to Mametz48th (SM) Div (Fanshawe)18th (E) Div
(Maxse)21st Div (Campbell)31st Div (O’Gowan)30th Div (Shea)17th (N) Div (Pilcher)4th Div
(Lambton)9th (S) Div (Reserve)7th Div (Watts)29th Div (de Lisle)SM = South MidlandsX
CORPS (Morland)WR = West RidingIII CORPS (Pulteney)Hamel to AuthuilleN =
NorthernOvillers to la Boisselle36th Div (Nugent)E = Eastern8th Div (Hudson)49th (WR) Div
(Perceval)S = Scottish19th (W) Div (Bridges)32nd Div (Rycroft)Formations are shown north to
south, with inclusive responsibilities.34th Div (Ingouville- Williams)THE APPROACH
ROUTESThese are the alternative journeys from the Channel to the Somme.Please read this
section carefully before you leave so that you can plan the most appropriate route for you. This
will depend on your chosen base. Basically the Eastern Approach comes into the battlefield from
the east at Péronne via the Historial Museum; the Western Approach enters at Amiens. The
Central Approach goes directly to Albert. Extra Visits are suggested from the direct basic routes
that will make your journey more interesting, provided you have the time.THE EASTERN
APPROACH1. This is the Quickest Basic Route from Calais Ferry Port/Eurotunnel to Péronne if
you are making your base or starting point from that end of the battlefield with a visit to the
Historial Museum.Approximate driving time, without stops: 1 hour 40 minutes. Approximate
distance: 100 miles.Remember that these are toll roadsFrom Calais Ferry Port take the A16/A26
signed Paris/Reims.SET YOUR MILEOMETER TO ZERO.After 4.4 miles take the A26/E15
signed St Omer/ Lens/Arras/Paris (and if all else fails keep following Paris signs).From



Eurotunnel join the A26 and deduct 8 miles f rom the total mileage.Continue on the A26.At 24.4
miles is the first Péage station. Take a ticket.At 55 miles the Loos battlefield, marked by twin slag
heads (the famous ‘Double Crassier’) can be seeen on the left.At 57 miles Exit 6.1signed to
Lieven/Lens/Douai is passed.[IT IS AT THIS POINT THAT THE LONGER ROUTE (see below)
MAY BE STARTED.]At 60 miles the Memorial to Jacques Defrasse (qv) may be seen to the
right.At 62.4 miles the Vimy Memorial (qv) may be seen to the left.At 69.5 miles at the motorway
junction take the A1/E15 signed Arras/Paris.Continue on the A1.At 86 miles Exit 14 is passed.[IT
IS AT THIS POINT THAT THE CENTRAL APPROACH ROUTE (SEE BELOW) MAY BE
STARTED.]At 94.3 miles is Exit 13-1.Take this exit from the A1 at the Aire de Maurepas, signed
Albert/Péronne, take the D938, signed to Péronne and the Historial.At the first roundabout is a
large sculpture entitled Lumières d’Acier (Steel Lights), an imaginative comment on the war by
sculptor Albert Hirsch, with an explanatory signboard (only seen if you look back as you start
along the D938!). Cross the Canal du Nord, enter Péronne, follow signs to the Historial (beware
of fierce speed bumps as you enter the town) and park in the square in front of the
Museum.Historial de la Grande Guerre, the entrance• Historial de la Grande Guerre/RWC (100
miles)This costly and ambitious project, which aims to show World War I in an entirely new light
and act as a centre for documentation and research, was funded by the Département of the
Somme, and opened in 1992. Its façade is the medieval castle, behind which is the modern
building, designed by H.E. Ciriani. The great exhibition halls chart the years before the war, the
war years – and in particular 1916 – and the post-war years, from the British, French and
German points of view, both civilian and military. There are many audio-visual presentations with
some rare contemporary footage, a screening room showing a 20-minute film of the Battle of the
Somme, changing temporary exhibitions and occasional concerts and lectures. At first
considered by some to be somewhat intellectual and exclusive the Museum is now showing the
influence of Director, Guillaume de Fonclare, who aims to make it more accessible and relevant
to the area in which it is situated. This was evident in the superb exhibitions mounted to
commemorate the 90th Anniversary of the Somme Battle. Current programmes include
exhibitions, concerts, plays, battlefield readings and lectures on a variety of relevant subjects by
well-known historians.Corridor leading to exhibition hallsCollection of battlefield debrisOne
impressive display shows the ‘Zone Rouge’ – the area that was 80-100% destroyed during the
war, from Albert in the north to Péronne in the east to Villers Cotterets in the south and Soissons
to the east. This was the area which was originally intended to be abandoned to woodland, like
similar sites in Verdun. The home-loving, land-loving Picard had other ideas! There is a well-
stocked book and souvenir shop and a basic cafeteria on the ground floor. At the main entrance
is a Ross Bastiaan bronze bas relief Plaque inaugurated by the Australians in 1993.Each year
the Museum stages a stunning array of vintage cars, meeting here for the Rallye de la Belle
Epoque, around the weekend nearest to 21 June. The Historial works closely with the Comité du
Tourisme de la Somme (CDT) and the Conseil Générale de la Somme on projects to preserve
and promote the Somme battlefield by acquiring historic sites, putting up descriptive signboards



in sites of particular interest (indicated with CGS/H in the text of this book) and signs for a Circuit
de Souvenir (Remembrance Route). Also, in conjunction with the Museum ‘Somme 1916’ at
Albert and the CDT it produces a list of approved guides/hotels, b+bs to the area (‘Somme
Battlefields Partners’) offering special entrance fees to the two museums.Open every day
1000-1800, though closed on Monday, 1 October-31 May.Annual closing mid-December-mid
January. ☎ +(0)3 22 83 14 18. Fax: +(03) 22 83 54 18.E-mail: info@historial.org Website:•
Péronne/RWCThe town is well worth a closer look. It has been a fortified town since the Roman
invasion and the massive ramparts were built in the ninth century (of which only the Brittany
Gate now remains intact). Besieged and heavily damaged in 1870 in the Franco-Prussian War
and invaded by the Germans in August 1914, it became to the Germans what Amiens was to the
British – a centre of activity and leisure. Many dramatic German notices and posters appeared
around the town, some preserved in the Historial. The most famous is that which was put up on
the Town Hall on 18 March 1917 - ‘Nicht ärgern, Nur wundern!’ (‘Don’t be angry, only wonder’)
left by the Germans as they retreated to the Hindenburg Line. The Warwicks retaliated with their
own sign, affixed to a lamp-post, ‘1/8 Warwicks Entered Péronne at 7 a.m. 18/3/17’. The town
was re-occupied by the Germans during the March Offensive of 1918 and retaken by the 2nd
Australian Division on 2 September 1918. Their divisional flag is in the Town Hall, which every
day at noon and at 1800 hours plays the Poilu’s favourite song, Le Madelon on its carillon and
beside the Town Hall is the Roo de Kanga! The church of St Jean still bears marks of bullets and
shells on its walls. Damaged again in 1940, the town bears two Croix de Guerre and the Légion
d’Honneur in its coat of arms. It is twinned with Blackburn, which adopted it after World War I.
The town’s War Memorial isunusual as it shows the figure of a belligerently gesticulating woman,
Marie Fouré, ‘Picardy cursing the War’.Road sign on Péronne Town Hall(Alternatively Péronne
and the Historial may be visited on Itinerary Four.)2. A Longer Route with more to seeFollow the
Basic Route from Calais to Exit 6.1.SET YOUR MILEOMETER TO ZERO.Notre Dame de
Lorette & French Memorials RWC/OP/ Cabaret Rouge CWGC Cemetery, Czech & Polish
Memorials, La Targette – Museum, CWGC Cemetery & French National Cemetery, Neuville St
Vaast – German Cemetery, Lichfield Crater CWGC Cemetery, Vimy Ridge Canadian National
Memorial, trenches, tunnels AND Memorials/WCTake Exit 6.1, the junction with the A21.
Immediately after the péage fork right from the A21 onto the D301 signed ti Bruay la B. Aix
Noulette. Take the first exit sugned Aix Noulette, Béthune on the D937.Continue through Aix
Noulette, past the junction with the D51 to the Auberge de Lorette on the right and stop on the
left by the Memorial.The Memorial is to the 158th Régiment d’Infanterie, erected by survivors of
the Lorette sector. Before it is the tomb of Sous Lieutenant Jean R. Léon, age 22, 26 May 1915,
of the 28th Régiment, Legion d’Honneur, Croix de Guerre.Walk up the track marked privé to the
left to the large memorial on the right.The Memorial is to Sous-Lieutenant Jacques Defrasse,
age 23, 16 June 1915 of the 174th Régiment and the men of the 3rd Company, killed in the
assault on the Tranchée des Saules (which was roughly on the site of the track leading to the
memorial). One side bears a message from the General commanding the Division praising



Cadet Defrasse’s courage in the assault on La Tranchée de Calonne on 3 May 1915. The other
side bears a message from the Corps commander detailing his promotion to Sous Lieutenant.
Defrasse had only just put his rank stripes on his tunic (to be seen in the Museum at Notre Dame
de Lorette) when he was killed.The memorial is clearly visible to the right when driving past on
the A21.Return to your car and continue to the crossroads signed Notre Dame de Lorette to the
right.The building to the left is the European Centre for Peace. This has a splendid mural on the
façade and is open regularly, pm only. ☎ +(0)3 21 72 66 55. Opposite is a former war museum
which now contains artisanal artefacts.Drive up the hill to the Memorials.At the entrance to the
area there is a fine statue to General Maistre and 21st Army Corps, erected in 1925.This vast
French National Cemetery, containing 40,057 burials of which 20,000 have individual graves
and the rest are in eight ossuaries, is on the site of bitter and costly fighting by the French in ‘the
Battle of Lorette’ from October 1914 to October 1915. It is dominated by an imposing chapel and
52m-high memorial lantern which contains a crypt in which are unknown soldiers and déportés
from the wars in 1939-45, Indochina (1945-54) and North Africa (1952-62). The 200 steps of the
lantern may (when not under repair) be climbed for a superb view over the battlefield and its
rotating light can be seen for more than 40 miles around. Between the two edifices is an eternal
flame. This is rekindled and the Tricolore is raised each Sunday morning after the 1030 Mass in
the basilica. The whole area is manned by volunteers from the Garde d’Honneur de Lorette, from
0900-1630 in March, until 1730 in April and May, until 1830 in June-August and then until 1630
again until 11 November. There are sixty-four Russians, one Belgian and one Rumanian graves.
The first grave on the left as you enter the cemetery is that of General Barbot of 77th (French)
Div, whose impressive divisional memorial is in Souchez village. He was killed here on 10 May
1915. To the left of the entrance to the cemetery is an orientation table erected in May 1976 by
Le Train de Loos. It points to Vimy Ridge and to the ruined church of Ablain St-Nazaire
(preserved as a memorial) in the valley below. At the far side of the cemetery is an excellent
museum with an audio-visual presentation, life-like dioramas and many interesting artefacts and
documents.Statue to Gen Maistre and 21st Army Corps with Notre Dame de Lorette lantern
tower in backgroundFormer grave of the Canadian Unknown Soldier, Cabaret Rouge CWGC
CemThe Basilique and cemetery, Notre Dame de LoretteMemorial to Gen Barbot and others,
77th Div, SouchezRecent acquisitions include the complete uniform and personal belongings of
Sous Lieutenant Defrasse (qv), donated by the family in 2000, a complete Scottish uniform and
an immense British naval shell. In the diorama room are stereoscopic viewers, arranged in
chronological order of the various stages of the battles in the area, a drinks machine and tables
and benches where picnics may be eaten. Open every day 0900-2000. ☎ +(03) 21 45 15 80.
Entry fee payable.In front of the museum is a memorial to Sous Lieutenant Henri Merlin, age 24,
10th Chasseurs à Pied, 3 March 1915. His citation by the General commanding the 10th Army
describes how he fought until his position was overrun by the enemy, made sure that his
surviving comrades escaped and then committed suicide rather than retreat.The ruins of Ablain-
St-NazaireReturn down the hill.The tip of the Vimy Memorial may be seen ahead and to the



right, and the Loos battlefield to the left.Turn right to Souchez.On leaving the village is a fine
bronze statue and memorial to General Barbot (qv) and the 77th Division with plaques to
General Stirn, 1871-1915 and General Plessner, 1856-1914.The nearby imposing 1952-64 N.
African Campaign Memorial was raised in 2002 by the survivors to their fallen comrades. It
consists of large white archways joined by a pathway in which there is an eternal flame,
flagpoles and a sunken pool. The names of the dead are inscribed in white on a black memorial
wall reminiscent of the Vietnam Memorial in Washington DC.Here around Souchez, particularly
in the area of the local cemetery, was some of the fiercest fighting during the 1914/15 Artois
battles. The Germans had fortified all the houses and built a number of strong points – the
cemetery, the Cabaret Rouge – and armed them with machine guns. The heights of Notre-Dame
de Lorette (visible on a good day behind the General’s statue) seemed to dominate the French
positions at the end of 1914, much as Monte Cassino seemed to dominate thePlaque on the site
of Cabaret Rougeway to Rome in 1944. During the second Artois battle from May 1915 the
intensity of the struggle to clear ‘the bloody hill’ of Lorette, the village of Souchez and to gain
Vimy Ridge, reached depths of horror and destruction only paralleled at Verdun. Even with
Lorette under control Souchez stood in the way of a secure assault upon Vimy and it was not
until 26 September 1915 that the village was finally re-taken. It had been in German hands for a
whole year. On 23 September 1920 the village was awarded the Croix de Guerre.Continue.N.B.
Some 100m beyond the sign for Cabaret Rouge CWGC Cemetery is a small Plaque (erected in
2002 by the Arras Souvenir Français) on the left marking the exact site of the famous Cabaret
Rouge, a small estaminet, named from the red bricks from which it was constructed.Continue to
the cemetery on the right.Cabaret Rouge CWGC Cemetery was started by the British 47th
Division in March 1916 and used by fighting units including the Canadian Corps until September
1918. The original ‘Cabaret Rouge’ was a house near the site of the cemetery. To the east were
dugouts used as Battalion HQ in 1916 and communication trenches ended here. This large
cemetery (with nearly 8,000 burials) was enlarged by concentration of graves from the nearby
battlefields after the Armistice. It was from here that the Canadian Unknown Soldier was taken
on 25 May 2000 from Grave 7, Row E, Plot 8 (and which now bears a headstone explaining the
ceremony) and removed to the Tomb of the Unknown Warrior at the foot of the National War
Memorial in Ottawa, Canada. To the right under the imposing entrance arch is a plaque to the
designer of the cemetery, Brigadier Sir Frank Higgins, CB, CMG, ARIBA, who was Secretary to
the IWGC 1947-1956. His ashes were scattered here after his death on 20 November 1958 (as
were his wife’s in 1962).Continue towards Neuville St Vaast.On the right is the Czech Memorial
and Cemetery. The Czechs joined the French Foreign Legion in Paris in 1914 and fought with the
Moroccans in the May 1915 Artois Offensive as part of the French 10th Army. The memorial
refers to the attack of 9 May 1915 on the German strongpoint at Hill 140 in Thélus. The hill was
taken but the Czechs had 80% casualties. The memorial was erected in 1925 and behind it are
graves from WW2 (including a Captain Aviator, complete with photograph, from 1940).Across
the road is thePolish Memorial. The Poles were also part of the Foreign Legion and took part in



the same attack on Hill 140. The memorial was inaugurated on 9 May 1935, twenty years after
the battle.Continue to the crossroads in the centre of la Targette village. On the left isLa Targette
Torch in Hand Memorial. The memorial was completed on 20 October 1932 and commemorates
the rebirth of the village, totally destroyed in May 1916. It is reminiscent of the concept explored
in John McCrae’s famous poem In Flanders Fields – To you we throw the torch – Be yours to
hold it high.On the opposite corner is the well-maintained private La Targette Museum, owned
by David Bardiaux (who also owns the Notre Dame de Lorette Museum). It contains a superb
collection of uniforms, Allied and German gas masks, weapons and artefacts and has several
well-presented scenes of trench, aid post and dugout life. Open every day 0900-2000.Continue
on the D937, La Targette CWGC Cemetery is signed just a few metres off the road to the
right.La Targette CWGC Cemetery, described in the Register as “known until recently” as Aux
Rietz Military Cemetery, was begun at the end of April 1917 and used by Field Ambulances and
fighting units until September 1918. One third of the burials are of Artillery Units. They also
include 295 Canadians, 3 Indians and 3 South Africans. There is one WW2 burial. Adjoining it
isLa Targette French National Cemetery. The perfectly symmetrical pattern of lines of white
crosses, which changes from each angle, stretches up the slope to three ossuaries. Built in 1919
it is formed exclusively from concentrations from the surrounding battlefield and other small
cemeteries. It contains 11,443 burials (including 3,882 unknown) from WW1 and 593 French,
170 Belgian and 4 Poles from WW2.Continue to the sign to the German Cemetery on the
left.Neuville St Vaast German Cemetery. This is on the site of the heavily defended German
position known as ‘The Labyrinth’, graphically described by French writer Henri Barbusse and
English writer Henry Williamson. It contains 37,000 burials with 8,000 in a mass grave. In the
centre is a stone monument erected by the old comrades of the 4th Hannover Inf Regt, No 164
with the inscriptions Ich hatt einen Kameraden Ein Bessern findst du nicht (I have a comrade
whose better you could not find) and Sei getreu bis in den Tod (Stay true, even unto death).
There are WCs to the left of the entrance.Return to La Targette crossroads. From La Targette
crossroads take the turning to the right signed to the Canadian Memorial. Continue through
Neuville St Vaast to the sign (easily missed) to the right to Lichfield Crater.Lichfield Crater
CWGC Cemetery is one of the most unusual on the Western Front. It is in one of two mine
craters (the other being Zivy crater) used by the Canadian Corps Burial Officer in 1917 for
bodies from the Vimy battlefield who all died on 9 or 10 April 1917. It was designed by W. H.
Cowlishaw and was originally called only by letters and numbers – CB 2A. The grassed circular
cemetery is essentially a mass grave and contains only one headstone (to Pte Albert Stubbs, S
Lancs Regiment, age 25, 30 April 1916) found after the Armistice. It is surrounded by beautiful
stone and flint walls and the Cross of Sacrifice is on a raised level. Below it is a memorial wall on
which are the names and details of 41 Canadians soldiers who are buried here. There are also
11 unidentified Canadians, 4 completely unidentified men and 1 unidentified Russian.Return to
the main road, turn right and continue to the well-signed entrance to the Vimy Ridge Canadian
Memorial Park.N.B. Note that you are now travelling in the direction of the well-planned and



successful Canadian attack on Vimy Ridge, strongly fortified and held by the Germans for the
first three years of the war, despite several brave and costly attempts by the French to take it.
Following a well-timed artillery barrage the attack went in at daybreak on 9 April 1917 with all
four divisions of the Canadian Corps fighting together for the first time under General Byng. By
mid-afternoon they had taken the entire 14km long ridge except for Hill 145 (the highest point
upon which the Memorial now stands) which they captured three days later. The price was
10,602 casualties, 3,598 of whom were killed.• Vimy Ridge Canadian National Memorial & Park/
WCN.B. In 2001 a massive programme of restoration of all Canada’s Memorials in Belgium and
France began. At $(Can)20 million, Vimy is by far the most important project – 20% of the
original stone needed replacing, name panels needed re-engraving, the drainage system
needed renewing. Work (which included the renovation of trenches and tunnels) was completed
for the official opening date of 9 April 2007, the 90th Anniversary of the Battle. During the
extensive work the Interpretative Centre was moved to the area near the tunnels / craters /
trenches, where it will remain. The pristine Memorial was re-inaugurated in an impressive
ceremony by HM Queen Elizabeth in the presence of the Canadian and French Prime Ministers,
an estimated 5,000 Canadian students, Canadian war vetarans and serving soldiers.As part of
the commemorations on 9 April 2007 Pte Herbert Peterson of the 49th Bn, Can Inf was reburied
with full military honours in nearby La Chaudière CWGC Cemetery. Peterson, who was
commemorated on the Vimy Memorial, was killed on 9 April 1917 but his body was lost and then
rediscovered, with another body, in 2003 at a construction site some 2 kms from Vimy Ridge.
Scraps of uniform, a cap badge and other debris were found with the remains and there followed
three years intensive historical, forensic and archaelogical research which finally resulted in the
identification by means of DNA matching. Members of Peterson’s family were present at the
moving funeral ceremony. The innovative use of DNA matching seems counter to the CWGC’s
long-held policy of not permitting the process to be used. The Australians are also attempting
DNA identification of remains found near Zonnebeke in the Ypres Salient.Cross and Jewish
headstone, with Memorial to 44th Hannover IR in the background, German Cem, Neuville St
VaastCzech Memorial and Cemetery, Neuville St VaastGrange Tunnel tour, VimyPreserved
trenches, VimyPolish Memorial, Neuville St VaastAnniversary commemoration, 9 April 2007, on
the steps of the twin pylons of the Vimy Memorial
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Ebook Library Reader, “Useful book, Good value, Missing map.. Caution if buying used: make
sure the copy you order includes the pull-out map.”

Michael R. Riter, “Amazingly thorough. The battle map that was included with this book helps to
put everything together and visualize how things happened in the battle. I can't say enough
about the manuals the Holts have put together.  Phenomenal!”

saliero, “Excellent companion. I have just returned from a 5 day visit to the Somme (May 2003),
and found his book an indispensible guide if you are doing it on your own.You need to sit down
and study the key to the accompanying map quite carefully. Once you have got the hang of it,
and the references in the book, your journey will be much smoother.There are so MANY
memorials, graves and sites of remembrance in this area, that it would be virtually impossible to
visit everything. Many people (like me) will have a personal reason for visiting - a relative who
fought, maybe was killed there.My advice is to do as much research as possible first, and you
can do worse that start by reading the introduction to this book. Stroll through the book and
become familiar with some of the places it describes. I had a particular interest in Australian-
oriented memorials. In the latest edition these are paid quite close attention. However, you need
to piece together your own "Australian tour" (the Franco-Australian museum in Villers-
Brettoneux can help too).Still, it was quite easy with this guide - one read through and I compiled
my own list from it.The more generalist visitor I would recommend starting with the Historial in
Peronne, which is well described in the book...but not as a starting point. The book is oriented
towards Britons with a car coming from across the channel, which is no doubt the promary
audience, but the "approaches" section cannot be followed if one is arriving, for example from
the direction od Paris.Nevertheless, with a bit of flicking back and forth and some sticky-paper
notes, this is an excellent resource from which to plan an independent tour.Highly
recommended.”

Ebook Library Reader, “The Holt's Somme Guide. A good detailed book of this area but I have to
say that on the second day of using it, it fell apart and is just now being replaced - full marks to
amazon. Second replacement as first had missing pages. Some cafes now closed and up for
sale so using this guide at times left us searching for eateries. Notwithstanding all this, a very
good read with fine detail to enable a better understanding of the Somme Battlefields. Map
sometimes difficult to follow as it is sometimes difficult to align it with a normal road map
especially in some of the more isolated sites.”

Clare, “Very detailed. Very detailed book, containing 3 interesting itineraries. For my person use
it only contained a few items of interest in relation to my WW1 ancestors. The map was the most
useful so it was worth the purchase just for that.”



Patrick, “Remembrance Pilgrimage Support. As someone seeking information about a past
relative who fought in WW1 I found this volume a valuable help in locating and getting to the
most relevant sites for my search and researches. The accompanying map is useful but limited
providing all the information since the splitting up into 3 maps can be confusing, however this is
a small concern and did not detract from the usefulness of the book.”

chelley, “you have to read this when you visit. brilliant book about the area, history and horrifying
battles. clear concise and excellently written as must”

Megan K., “First Class Guide Book. We visited The Somme area of France as complete
battlefield novices, but fortunately, we were armed (excuse the pun) with this book. We followed
itinerary one which took us round all the places other people had recommended we visit - it is
detailed and concise, and you can learn as little or as much as you like (with the help of the
notes) for each place you visit. The driving instructions are easy to follow (we also had a road
map of the area which really helped), and the notes on each place give you insight in to the
history of its memorial. It is a humbling experience to visit the memorials of the First World War,
and this book is an excellent and invaluable guide.”

The book by Tonie Holt has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 83 people have provided feedback.
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